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Introduction 
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So you’ve signed up to ride in your first long distance 

cyclosportive. How do you feel? 

Excited, unsure where to start, glad you’re wearing 

brown underpants? 

I completed my first long sportive ride in August 2013 

(the inaugural running of the RideLondon-Surrey 100). 

When I received a charity place to ride, I felt all of those 

emotions and more. 

My preparation for the event wasn’t perfect. My 

performance on the day didn’t send British Cycling 

running for their power meters, wondering how they’d 

missed out on this prodigious 34-year old talent. But I 

enjoyed it immensely. 

At the Grimpeur Heureux, I blogged extensively about 

my preparation for RideLondon and received a lot of 

great advice from readers. 

This book is essentially a summary of what I learnt, as a 

novice cyclist, training for and participating in my first 

100-mile bike ride. 

The book’s purpose is to help you complete and enjoy 

your own first long sportive, whether that’s 25 miles, 50 

miles or 100 miles plus. 

  

http://grimpeurheureux.com/
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If you haven’t already done so, please join the Grimpeur Heureux e-mail list. 

You’ll receive loads of helpful stuff for getting the most out of your recreational 

road cycling and sportive participation (like this guide, for instance). 

Click here to sign up (yes, it’s a link in a PDF... magic... piff paff pooff...) 

 

It’s split into four sections: 

 Training 

 Nutrition and hydration 

 Preparation for the ride 

 Enjoying the day 

 

At the back I’ve included a couple of ‘bonus’ sections: a 

checklist of what I wore and carried whilst participating 

in RideLondon; and a somewhat questionable guide to 

how you might spend the night before your century ride 

(if you’re looking to make your ride as difficult as 

possible). 

I do hope you find this book useful. If you know 

someone that would benefit from reading it, please share 

it with them.  

http://grimpeurheureux.com/subscribe-to-the-grimpeur-heureux/
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A Word On Distance And 

Terminology 

For simplicity, throughout this guide, I refer to training 

for a 100-mile event (mainly because this is the length of 

the RideLondon event I rode). 

In places I use the term ‘imperial century’, cycling 

shorthand for a 100-mile bike ride (the equivalent term 

for a 100km ride is ‘metric century’ 

The advice is this guide is not specific to a particular 

distance though – you’ll hopefully find it relevant 

whatever distance you’re targeting (within reason – it’s 

probably a little over the top if all you’re planning is a 

ride to the shops). 

I Am Not An Expert 

I’m not a trainer or a professional cyclist, past or present. 

You won’t find a training programme here that will turn 

you into a lycra-clad road warrior. 

That said, neither am I a bullshitter (I think). I’ve tried 

not to include questionable science or banal truisms 

(though I’m sure a couple have slipped through the net). 

Instead I’ve tried to stick to realistic, common-sense 

advice. 
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This book is based on my personal experiences as a 

novice road cyclist. It’s intended as a guide in the very 

loosest sense. Hopefully it’ll point you in the direction of 

what you need to focus on as you prepare for your first 

imperial century (or other long distance bike ride). 

I want the book to impart this important message: you 

don’t need to be scared or worried about the challenge. 

The training and the event should, on the whole, be fun 

(even a wet training ride can be enjoyed afterwards, once 

you’ve dried out). 

This book is about helping you make the preparations 

that will maximise your enjoyment, both in the run up to 

your century ride and on the big day itself. 

Right, on with the show. 
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1. Get Your Training Right 
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As I hope I made clear in the introduction, I am not an 

expert. The following advice is largely common sense 

stuff that you probably could have thought of yourself. 

All I did was to write it down, which makes your life 

easier. 

(I was sent from the future, by a tribe of time-travelling 

philatelists, to make your life easier). 

It feels very unlikely to me, that a) anyone follows the 

Grimpeur’s advice; and, if they did, that b) the coroner 

would trace the cause of death back to following a 

questionable snippet of wisdom that I spewed forth in 

this unworthy tome. 

That said, typing some words seems like a cheap way to 

cover my arse. So, please seek your own medical 

advice before embarking on any sort of physical 

exercise programme. 

[Grimpeur ceases arse-coverage; instead starts to wonder 

whether the questionable tone of his disclaimer renders it 

invalid in a court of law.] 

So, er, that advice… 
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Make Your Training Appropriate 

and Specific 

Essentially, if you’re going to be riding a bike for your 

first long sportive (I assume… you are?), then it makes 

sense to have a large part of your training take place on a 

bike. 

If the course is largely flat, work on being able to ride 

for long periods of time in a relatively high gear, perhaps 

in as aerodynamic pose as possible. 

If there are going to be short, sharp hills, train over that 

sort of terrain. Longer, lower gradient hills? Go looking 

for those (and ride up them, obviously). 

We can debate the whys and wherefores of simply riding 

more miles in order to get fitter. At a certain point, 

‘more’ miles simply become junk miles, and you need to 

do more research (or get a coach) to optimise your 

training.  

As a first time century rider, with a focus on enjoyment 

and getting round the course, your training is really 

about working up to being comfortable (in the loosest 

sense) riding for 4–5 hours in one go and/or for around 

70–75 miles. The excitement of the day will get you 

round those remaining miles. 
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There are plenty of training plans available online, both 

for free and paid-for. If you’re doing a charity event, the 

charity itself may have supplied you with a programme.  

If you want more information, I wrote a long piece on 

the Grimpeur Heureux blog entitled ‘Where To Find 

Cycling Training Plan Information’, which you can 

peruse at your leisure (or furtively, when you’re meant 

to be working). 

Make It Realistic and Achievable 

You could set yourself a series of challenging training 

goals, with a view to achieving your best possible time 

on the day.  

You could invest in a book on advanced East German 

training techniques (beware the side effects).  

You could invest in a series of online cycling training 

programmes that have you training 7 days a week with 

no fugging cake to reward you at the end. 

You could. But it probably wouldn’t end well. 

We all lead busy lives. If you’re reading this guide, I’m 

assuming that you’re not a professional athlete. The 

likelihood is that you have a job, family commitments 

and other pressures on your time.  

http://grimpeurheureux.com/where-to-find-cycling-training-plan-information/
http://grimpeurheureux.com/where-to-find-cycling-training-plan-information/
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You need to develop a training programme that is 

realistic and achievable within the constraints imposed 

upon you (or that you impose upon yourself). 

There are two schools of thought. The first tells you to 

set your goals high and, even if you don’t reach them, 

you’ll still have achieved a lot. That works to a point. 

 The risk is that a programme built upon unrealistic 

assumptions leads to repeated little failures that sap the 

soul.  

One missed training session becomes two, then three. 

You start to have negative feelings about the whole 

endeavour. You fall further and further behind. You 

might even quit. 

On the other hand, a programme that is realistic and 

achievable, determined after a cold, hard look at the time 

you have available and your starting fitness level, has a 

greater chance of being executed. 

And I’m all about execution (ha, what a lie - I 

procrastinate all the time). 

Plan In Advance 

Prepare yourself for a statement of the bleeding obvious. 

Here it comes: 
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If you’re going to undertake a 12-week programme that 

prepares you to undertake an imperial century, you 

probably want to start thinking about it at least 12 weeks 

prior to the event taking place. 

Often you’ll find that a programme for a ride of this 

distance will pre-suppose a certain level of fitness (i.e. 

that you’re immediately capable of cycling 4–5 times a 

week, with durations of between 1–3 hours). 

Given that my philosophy is that everyone should be 

cycling all of the time, there is no time like the present 

for you to start your training.  

At the very least, I’d be thinking seriously about your 

‘pre-training’ some 6–8 weeks before the training 

programme proper is due to start. 

Take Advice (But Don’t Get 

Overwhelmed) 

Training can be a complicated subject. There is a whole 

body of science built around it.  

If training was simple, you wouldn’t have Dave 

Brailsford and his crew of incremental gain seekers held 

in such high esteem (or maybe it is simple, and they are 

just incredibly good at marketing). 
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So definitely take advice (since you’re reading this, I 

assume I’m preaching to the choir). Do some internet 

research. Speak to more experienced cyclists. Read a 

book or two. 

Don’t get overwhelmed though. Training simply to 

finish a 100-mile bike ride does not require rocket 

science (or rocket fuel). A little effort, combined with a 

bit of structure, will put you in good stead to get round 

the course. 

If you’re the sort of person that finds too much 

information leads to analysis paralysis, be assured that 

keeping it simply is a perfectly acceptable (and likely 

successful) strategy for completing your first imperial 

century. 

Enjoy Your Training 

Like training for a marathon, the idea is that you suffer 

during training (when it’s cold, wet, windy or worse) so 

that you can enjoy the day. 

That’s true to a degree, but at the same time I believe 

that you have to enjoy your training (or at least the 

majority of it). Otherwise, what’s the point? 
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Whatever you do, however hard you want to push 

yourself, don’t take your training so seriously that you 

lose the sense of fun. 
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2. Get Your Nutrition 

Right 
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Think About Your Nutrition 

It is important to think about what you’re going to eat 

and drink on the bike. For your first century, you’ll be 

on the bike for between 6 and 9 hours. You’ll need 

energy. You’ll need to eat. 

Unless you make some ludicrous food choices (think 

mid-ride kebab stop), you can’t go too far wrong. 

Foods that are high in simple carbohydrates tend to be 

best. They deliver energy straight to the muscles, 

efficiently replacing the energy that you’re expending. 

The food stops at organised sportive events will be 

stocked with biscuits, bananas, energy gels and sports 

drinks. These are the sorts of things that you’ll want to 

carry with you as well. 

But Don’t Over Think It 

Sports scientists say that most people can absorb and use 

a maximum of 60g of carbohydrates every hour. 

Sports energy gels and drinks are designed to provide 

amounts of carbohydrates that fit easily into this 60g 

total.  

Most gels tend to provide around 20g of carbs (hence, 

you’d know to consume three an hour); energy drink 
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might offer 30–35g of carbs per 500ml bottle (so you’d 

be aiming to drink two bottles an hour). 

But you could lose yourself in the nutrition echo 

chamber, endlessly calculating the permutations of what 

you will eat and when, to hit the magic 60g of carbs an 

hour. In the run up to RideLondon, I certainly fell into 

this trap. 

Unless you have the self-discipline of an Augustinian 

monk, you’re unlikely to hit such stringent nutrition 

targets.  

My advice would be to eat when you can, regularly 

throughout the ride. Use the feed stops to remind you to 

eat, even if you’re carrying your own food. 

It’s not worth losing sleep over developing the ultimate 

nutrition plan. Good enough will be, er, good enough. 

And to be honest, if you’re not looking for a pro-level 

time, you could probably have that kebab. 

Eat What You Can Stomach 

All things being equal, carbohydrate-rich, specialist 

sports nutrition products, such as gels and energy drinks, 

are the best way to fuel your century ride (or at least 

that’s what the manufacturers tell us). 

http://grimpeurheureux.com/cycling-nutrition-ridelondon/
http://grimpeurheureux.com/cycling-nutrition-ridelondon/
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Unfortunately, all things are not equal.  

Gels, bars and energy drinks, when consumed in too 

high a quantity (over the course of a 7-hour sportive, for 

instance) tend to … do unfortunate things to your 

digestive system, with… er… potentially explosive 

consequences. 

You need to test your nutrition in training, to see how 

many energy drinks you can safely stomach before you 

need to find an alternative energy source that is kinder 

on the gut. 

Similarly, the very sweet, slightly artificial taste of 

energy products can become increasingly difficult to 

face as the sportive progresses. A gel can be as efficient 

as you like in terms of energy delivery, but if you can’t 

bring yourself to open and dri-ew* it, it’s simply 

worthless ballast for the ride. 

* A Grimpeur-coined amalgamation of drink and chew, 

in case that wasn’t clear… 

I find bananas a good ‘digestion-friendly’ alternative, 

which I can still eat even after reaching sugar fatigue. 

Similarly, despite being incredibly sweet, I can face 

eating Jelly Babies long after other sugary alternatives 

have lost their appeal.  
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The important thing is to find what works for you and 

test it out before your big event. 

Make It Easy To Consume 

I am a great believer in the concept that you only have a 

finite amount of willpower to expend in a given period 

of time. 

Making decisions, even small ones, drains mental 

energy. The more that is required in order to prepare for 

an action, the less likely you are to do the action in 

question. 

(I probably got this from some self-help guru / quack on 

the internet, but please bear with me for a second.) 

When you’re at the 80 mile mark, physically and 

mentally tired but with a long way still to go, digging 

out an (unappetising) energy gel, ripping off the top, and 

having to chew your way through the whole thing can 

seem so unappealing that you just do nothing. 

I’ve found that if I’ve transferred the contents of a bag of 

Jelly Babies into a small plastic sandwich bag, which 

I’ve put in one of my jersey pockets, I find it very easy 

to put a hand back, grab a ‘baby’ and pop it straight in 

my mouth. The ease of the action makes me more likely 

to do it. 
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If you rely on homemade flapjack for fuel, instead of 

carrying it as one bar, cut it up into individual bite-sized 

mouthfuls. Pop in a mouthful every 5–10 minutes. 

Make each process easy and you’re more likely to do it. 

Most Importantly, DRINK! 

Forgetting to eat can be unpleasant. Running out of 

energy on a leg-sapping climb is no joke. 

Forgetting to drink can be much more serious. If your 

event is taking place on a warm day and you fail to 

drink, severe dehydration can lead to heat exhaustion 

and, ultimately, death. 

I don’t sweat nearly as much whilst cycling as I do when 

running (presumably because the ‘wind in my hair’ is 

also drying up the sweat as it.. er.. comes out). As a 

result I often find myself forgetting to drink until I 

suddenly feel thirsty. This is a big no no, and something 

I need to get better at.  

I should drink small sips, frequently, from the start of the 

ride (and even before). So should you. 

If your counter-argument is that you don’t want to find 

yourself caught short, trussed up in lycra, with a 15 

minute queue for the portaloos, then I’m afraid that 

won’t wash. That’s something you’re going to have to 
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live with. It’s much more important that you remain well 

hydrated. 
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3. Get Your Preparation 

Right 
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Giving some thought to preparation - what you will wear 

and take with you, how you will get to and from the start 

and finish – will make you feel more confident in the 

days running up to the event. 

To me it’s a key component of maximising enjoyment 

on the day. 

I’ve provided my RideLondon checklist (essentially 

what I wore and carried around with me on the ride) as 

one of the ‘bonus’ sections at the back of this guide. 

Rather than talk about each element of your ride 

preparation in detail (which you can easily find with a 

few laser-guided Google searches), I’ve provided a 

summary of the things to think about as a timeline 

counting down to judgment day event day. 

Six-Twelve Months Before 

 Decide whether you can commit to the necessary 

training (answer: Yes, of course you can). 

 Secure your entry into the event, particularly if it’s 

likely to be oversubscribed (as is the case for 

RideLondon). 

 Start your training (or your pre-training…) 

 Start your charity fundraising (if applicable) - get in 

before the crowd; there is nothing like the risk of 
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disappointed sponsors to get you out of the door for 

that cold, wet training ride. 

One Month Before 

 Do you have all the equipment you need for the 

event? If not, then now is the time to get down to 

your local bike shop (or consult the Grimpeur, via his 

handy ‘Cycling Resources’ page) to get the 

necessary gear. 

 Have a think about logistics. How are you planning 

to get to and from the event? If it’s a low key, local 

event, then you probably don’t need to spend too 

long thinking. 

 If you’re taking part in RideLondon, and you don’t 

live within an accessible distance from the start, then 

you need to be finalising accommodation plans* and 

looking at how you will get from there to the start 

(many of London’s roads are closed to vehicles from 

5am on the day). 

*If you’re not staying with friends, then you need to be 

booking hotel rooms as soon as your RideLondon place 

is confirmed (February/March) 

One-Two Weeks Before 

 Now is the time to check that your bike is in full 

working order. You want your steed to be safe and 

http://grimpeurheureux.com/cycling-resources/
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capable of transporting you around the course 

(obviously!).  

 If you’re not confident in servicing the bike 

yourself, support your local bike shop by having a 

mechanic there do the honours.  

 Pro team mechanics sometimes apply new handle 

bar tape to cheer up a rider mid-way through the 

Tour de France. New bar tape probably isn’t 

necessary for you, but you might find that having 

your bike gears tuned so that they change crisply 

and smoothly will give you a similar boost. 

 Whilst you’re at it, try to sort those errant rattles and 

buzzes (on the bike...). These little niggles will 

cause you untold psychological damage during the 

difficult miles of the century (generally miles 70-

90). 

 Buy your sundries: inner tubes; energy 

gels/powders; Jelly Babies; spokey dokies. 

 Wash your kit for the day. The feeling you get when 

you discover that your specially-purchased, ultra-

padded century shorts are festering unwashed at the 

bottom of the basket is so intense, the powers that 

be (presumably the UCI) should invent a word for it. 
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The Night Before 

 Lay out your kit and equipment. Do this well before 

you go to bed when you still have a clear mind (i.e. 

before that calming glass of wine). Prepping early 

also allows your unconscious mind to think of any 

forgotten items whilst you go about your day-to-day 

business. 

 Mix up your first energy drink. Put it, and a bidon of 

water, in the fridge.  

 If it’s going to be particularly hot tomorrow, and you 

have a trip to the start line, you could put one of the 

bottles in the freezer (take care though – if it doesn’t 

melt in time, there’s nothing more frustrating* than 

carrying around a glorified ice cube for half the ride) 

(*Okay, some things are more frustrating) 

 Do your naked monkey dance to the sun god, signalling 

that he is welcome to shine down upon your 100-mile 

effort.  

 Now all you have to do is go to sleep, thinking peaceful 

thoughts about how much you’re going to enjoy the 

event. Ahh…  
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4. Don’t Panic and ENJOY 

Your Day 
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You’ve put in a lot training over these past few months. 

You’ve spent money on equipment and clothing - maybe 

even a new bike. You’ve planned your nutrition and 

hydration. 

Don’t let all that excellent preparation go to waste by 

having a ‘fug up’ on race day. 

Here are my top tips: 

Don’t Let Nerves Ruin Your Day 

Very few of us are totally immune to nerves in the run 

up to a big event like your first imperial century. You 

could argue that if you don’t have some trepidation, then 

it’s perhaps not the enjoyable challenge you’re looking 

for. 

The key is not to let those nerves overrun the 

fundamental purpose of what you’re doing. You might 

be raising money for charity, or completing a challenge 

that you’ve set yourself months before, but ultimately 

your first imperial century should be fun.  

If you can’t derive some enjoyment from the event, it’s 

unlikely that your road cycling ‘career’ is going to 

progress much further (and I really want your (and my!) 

road cycling to progress). 
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Take Care And Be Aware Of 

Others 

There are very few things that will ruin your or someone 

else’s ride. 

Having or causing a crash is one of those things. 

Keep your wits about you. 

If, like RideLondon, it’s a closed road event, with lots of 

cyclists taking part, take the time to read up on and 

practice how to ride in a group and how to signal 

hazards.  

Look at what other experienced riders are doing and 

copy best practice. Hold your line on the road (i.e. don’t 

veer from side to side). 

If the roads are not closed, try to remember that cars and 

other motor vehicles may not know that a sportive is 

going on. Ride as you would when you’re cycling at 

other times (assuming you normally cycle responsibly!).  

A few seconds off your finishing time is not worth a few 

hours in A&E (the Emergency Room to American folk), 

or worse. 
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Try to remain focused on keeping safe, even as you get 

more tired (maybe that should be particularly as you get 

more tired). 

Not Everything Will Go Right 

Your century ride day will not be perfect. It won’t. It’s a 

fact of life. 

You may get a puncture. You might find that you start to 

feel bad because you’ve not been eating or drinking 

enough. 

But your puncture will probably only cost you 15 

minutes. 

Someone might stop to help you and that person might 

become your new life partner (see, every cloud…).  

If you remember to eat, your bonk will probably pass 

after a short period of time and you can get back to the 

race. 

The truth is, everything doesn’t have to go perfectly. I’m 

pretty sure though that enough things will go right for 

you to have a great day. 

Don’t Get Too Excited 

(Not in that way.) 
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You’ve trained well and, for once, tapered for the event. 

You’re on the start line, you have some nerves but you 

feel great. You set off  and your nerves quickly dissipate. 

This is going to be ace. 

So you ride like a bat out of hell (which is a song I 

actually sing out loud when cycling on busy A-roads… 

strange), well above the pacing that you know will get 

you round the course in your optimum time. 

RideLondon is a bit of a tinker for this. The wide, flat 

closed-road start to the course, full of other fast cyclists, 

make it very tempting to overexert yourself for the sheer 

thrill of going fast. 

On a related topic… 

Don’t Be Overawed Or (Worse) 

Over Encouraged By Faster Riders 

[Banal cliché klaxon sounds] 

The only person you’re racing in your first imperial 

century is yourself.  

Unless you accidentally became a semi-pro athlete 

during your training, you’re not going to register the 

fastest time that day. No one really cares if you came 7
th
, 

77
th
 or 7,547

th
 (mixing it up there). 
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To that end, who gives a fug if you’re being passed by 

other riders. It doesn’t mean anything. Don’t be 

disheartened. Just get on with your own ride. 

On the flipside (and following on from my excitement 

point above), by all means hitch a ride on the back of a 

fast train (a thousand veteran cyclists drop their mini-

pumps in consternation), but don’t push yourself into the 

red for too long by doing so.  

The couple of minutes you gain from being led out by a 

Dulwich Dynamo skinny whippet will be given back 

with interest when you blow up somewhere near the 70 

mile mark. 

Look Around You 

Very few 100 mile sportives are held entirely within the 

confines of an industrial estate somewhere near Slough 

(though if there is interest, maybe that could be the 

venue for the inaugural RideGrimpeur Invitational 

Sportive and Barbecue). 

One of the joys of cycling is where you get to do it. 

So take the time to look around the glorious countryside 

as you ride. Even if you’re Chris Froome, there’s only so 

long you can spend looking at your stem (again, not a 

euphemism).  
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The scenery will take your mind off any discomfort 

(says the Grimpeur whilst stoically trying to keep a 

straight face). 

It’ll remind you why you’re doing this in the first place. 
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Some (Grand) Departing 

Words 
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I could probably sum this guide up in single (not very 

helpful) sentence: do a bit of training, have a think about 

what you’ll eat, drink and take with you, and enjoy the 

ride. 

With a bit of training, riding for 100 miles (or 100km) is 

doable for most people. There’s no point in going 

overboard in your preparations (unless you’re the sort of 

person that likes doing that sort of thing). 

But a little forethought goes a long way to maximising 

your enjoyment of the ride itself. 

I hope this guide has been helpful in providing some 

structure to that forethought. 

If there is anything you think I could add, or something 

that you downright disagree with, let me know (contact 

me at the Grimpeur Heureux blog). I’ll update this 

guide periodically to make sure it remains useful. 

Now, why don’t you give those ‘bonus’ sections a read. 

  

http://grimpeurheureux.com/contact/
http://grimpeurheureux.com/contact/
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Bonus One:  

What To Carry (And Wear) 

On RideLondon  
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Note From The Grimpeur 

I wrote the following as a post on the blog in the week 

prior to the first running (cycling?) of RideLondon in 

2013.  

Since many of you will be doing RideLondon as your 

first imperial century and there are certain peculiarities 

of the event (logistically it’s a lot more challenging than 

other sportives), I decided to keep the text largely 

unchanged from the original post. 

I’ve made some comments in [square brackets] that 

should help clarify things for those of you new to my 

blog, and also to confirm what I did or didn’t do on the 

ride itself. 

What To Carry (And Wear) On 

RideLondon 

Time is ticking down to the off for the inaugural 

RideLondon. Are you getting excited? 

The hard work is done (or should have been). Further 

fitness gains are unlikely; by now you should be well 

into your taper period (unless you’re one of those 

machines that sees a 100-mile pootle around south-east 

England as a ‘rest day’). 
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So apart from relishing the opportunity to spend extra 

time on the sofa, what more can you be doing to help 

prepare for the weekend? 

Answer: you could have a think about what you need to 

take with you. 

I Love A Good List 

I do. They’re very helpful. 

Since I was writing these lists anyway, I thought it might 

be helpful to share them with you. Feel free to use / steal 

/ deride as you see fit. 

All good things come in threes. Or maybe that’s buses. 

Or omens. 

I have three lists. 

Operation Overlord 

Few things in life are simple. Since I am no longer a 

London resident (whoop), I am unable to use my house 

as basecamp for my assault on Mount RideLondon 

(boo). 

Instead, all four of us (pro cyclist, team doctor, soigneur, 

press officer) [i.e. me, my wife, my son and daughter] 

will be staying with our good family friends in Kingston 

Upon Thames. 
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Such accommodation was generously offered up by my 

friend without a second thought.  

Until it became clear that someone would need to 

smuggle (drive) me into the organiser’s carefully 

constructed central London exclusion zone.  

At 5am.  

And then not be able to drive back (due to the 

aforementioned demilitarised zone). 

I’m sure my mate rues the day he ever heard of 

RideLondon. 

No matter. 

Let’s Focus On Me 

Essentially, since I will not be undertaking the event 

directly from the Team Grimpeur service course (look it 

up), I’ll have to load certain additional cycling items 

onto the team bus.  

I have three lists: 

 the items I need to take to the team hotel for the 

team mechanics 

 the things I can carry in my musette to the start, 

which will either be disposed of there or 

transported (in said musette) to the finish 
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 what I will wear or carry on the bike during the 

ride itself 

Annoyingly (maybe), I’m going to deal with the lists in 

reverse order. 

What To Wear And Carry  

I have to warn you now, for some (misguided) reason, I 

am following the Velominati edict not to use a saddle 

bag…  

[I reneged on this - I did use a saddle bag, and I’d 

advised you to use one too] 

What I’ll be wearing: 

1. Bib shorts (my most-padded Specialized Roubaix 

shorts - they can withstand the Belgian cobbles, 

but what about the London potholes?) 

2. Jersey (either the RideLondon one I got for 

donating my entry fee when not successful in the 

ballot, or a Macmillan one if there are any left 

when I make it registration)  

[I wore the charity jersey, which got me a lot of (much-

needed) support from spectators] 

3. Base layer (controversial - if the forecast suggests 

it will be very warm, I’ll ditch this [it was; I did]; 
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otherwise I’ll wear one since I don’t plan to take 

any sort of rain jacket*) 

4. Socks (obviously - mine will be white and non-

cycle specific) 

5. Shoes (my new Specialized Road Elites (ha ha!)) 

6. Heart rate monitor strap (I don’t know why. It’s 

not like I analyse the information. I guess I just 

like to capture the data, in case it might turn out to 

be useful in the future (to Team Sky, or maybe 

L’Equipe))  

[I didn’t wear my HRM in the end - I’m not exactly sure 

why] 

7. Helmet (which is crap… and contravenes the 

[Velominati] rule about not having a visor) 

8. Gloves (I’ve just bought some new Endura 

Aerogel mitts. They’re Scottish.) 

[And brilliant - see my mini review on my ‘Cycling 

Resources’ page] 

*To ward off the chilling winds on the long Leith 

Hill descent, I will aim to grab a copy of Le 

Monde from a spectator in order to stick it down 

the front of my jersey. 

[Obviously, this didn’t happen] 

http://grimpeurheureux.com/cycling-resources/
http://grimpeurheureux.com/cycling-resources/
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What I’ll be carrying: 

1. Lezyne mini-pump (which, thinking about it, I’ve 

never had cause to use in anger. I’d like to think 

I’ve tested it to check that it is capable of pumping 

air into a tire…) 

2. Crank Brothers multi-tool (I think it is the ‘19’, 

which has a chain tool. If I need to use chain tool, I 

think we can safely say that my RideLondon 

journey will be over) 

3. Spare inner tube 

4. Tyre levers 

5. Four energy gels 

6. One sachet of energy drink 

7. Bag of Jelly Babies 

8. Drivers licence photo card 

9. Credit card 

10. £10 

11. iPhone 

12. Camera (I’m undecided on this. Not essential (see 

item 11), but my phone camera is pretty rubbish 

and the battery is liable to die on me. RideLondon 

has been a pretty major focus of this blog – it 

seems daft not to get some photos for future 

posts). 

[I didn’t take my camera; nor did I take that many 

photos with my phone] 
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13. Garmin Edge 510 (the rules [Velominati again] 

allow me to attach this to my bike) 

14. Speedplay cafe covers (small rubbery covers that I 

can fit over my cleats when not on the bike - 

protecting both the cleats and my dignity (such as 

it is) from embarrassing comedy pratfalls) 

Additional Things For The Start 

and Finish 

According to the ‘Final Instructions’ (which, as I type it 

now, seems somewhat alarming, in a cultish* kind of 

way), RideLondon will supply us with a bag which we 

can carry to the start and then deposit with them for 

conveyance to the finish. 

(*I said ‘cultish’). 

I won’t be putting anything valuable dans le sac. It may 

get mislaid en route. If I’m in a world of pain at the 

finish, I may elect not to spend time queuing for its 

retrieval. 

[Note: I’m not aware of anyone that lost anything in this 

bag deposit/ retrieval process. It seemed very quick and 

easy to get your belongings back after the finish. Next 

time I’ll take advantage of this service to have a change 

of clothes, and some additional food, at the finish.] 
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That said, if it seems particularly chilly for the cycle 

from my ‘drop off’ (which just happens to add another 

few miles to my ride), I might elect to wear an additional 

jersey, which I then leave in the RideLondon bag.  

Alternatively I can go all London Marathon on its ass 

and wear a black bin bag. Which I won’t be keeping. 

[No-one wore a black bin bag at the start. It was quite a 

warm morning though. In wet, windy conditions, it’s 

still worth thinking about.] 

More importantly, I’ll use the RideLondon musette to 

carry some food for my time in the pre-start holding pen 

and then something for the finish (maybe a Snickers and 

a bag of crisps - get me!). 

[As mentioned, I didn’t drop off my bag, but will next 

time.] 

What Else You Might Need If 

You’re Travelling to RideLondon 

I’m not going to entertain you with a list of all the things 

that my family and I take with us for a weekend away.  

Here is a list of the cycle-related things that I’ll be taking 

with me (in addition to the event day stuff I’ve already 

mentioned), bearing in mind that I am not travelling 

from my service course house directly to the event start: 
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1. RideLondon registration form (don’t forget this - 

you’ll be screwed without it) 

2. Identification (whatever they say you need to bring in 

the ‘Final Instructions’) 

3. Track pump 

4. My bike tool box (I’m not exactly sure what might 

happen to my bike whilst transporting it to London that 

I’m capable of fixing. Still, it’s comforting to know that 

I’ll have an extensive range of long-handled Allen keys 

and a pedal spanner, should I need them) 

5. Oyster card (to get to the registration at the ExCel 

centre) 

6. Sun cream (on the very small chance that RideLondon 

takes place in stunning sunshine) 

[Which it did. I applied some factor 50 first thing in the 

morning and this was sufficient protection for the whole 

day.] 

Conclusion 

That’s your lot. 

I see that I’ve written quite a lot of words, but the 

number of things that you (or I) will need to take on the 
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ride isn’t too large. It should easily fit into three (mildly 

bulging) pockets. 

We should hopefully benefit from the event taking place 

in August. Cold weather clothing won’t be required. I’m 

hoping to get away without taking a rain jacket. This 

will almost certainly mean there will be rainfall of 

biblical proportions.  

[It didn’t rain; I got away without taking a rain jacket] 

Finally, and I’d like to think this goes without saying, do 

remember to bring your bike. 
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Bonus 2:  

The Night Before 

RideLondon– The 

‘Perfect’ Preparation 
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Note From The Grimpeur 

As I hope will become abundantly clear, this is a spoof 

piece that I wrote to provide some light-hearted relief 

during the run up to RideLondon 2013. Clearly I would 

not seriously recommend that anyone uses the following 

‘advice’ in their own imperial century ride preparations. 

With that said, on with my top tips for p*ss-poor 

performance… 

===== 

The key to maximising your performance in Sunday’s 

RideLondon 100 is to get smashed the evening before. 

Not just a little drink to settle the nerves. The whole nine 

yards (100 miles?). 

In this post I’m going to espouse my considerable 

wisdom on how to make the final finishing touches to 

your pre-ride preparation.  

I’ve thought outside the box. I’ve searched for every 

incremental gain. I’ve consulted my psychologist. Dave 

Brailsford would be impressed. 

Follow my exclusive guide, and I guarantee you’ll see 

the effects on your race performance. 

(Oh yeah, it’s not a race. Don’t race. Or sue me.) 
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Alco-load Not Carbo-load 

The evidence supporting the ability of the body to hoard 

more energy within the muscles as a result of gorging on 

pasta and truffles is not conclusive. 

What will have a material impact on your ride 

performance is alcohol. So spend a significant 

proportion of ‘RideLondon Eve’ loading up. 

Mix it up a bit. The grain. The grape. The ginger. 

You don’t have to stop at the night before. Channel the 

spirit of tour riders past and yell, “Shut up legs!” with 

alacrity and panache.  

And a bottle of 1982 Château Lafite. Chapeau! 

It’s All About The Bike 

Let’s face it, you haven’t stuck to your pre-race diet. 

Your body fat percentage is not in the single figures. Or 

the teens.  

Forget about it. There is no point swapping out your 

ultra light carbon stem for one made out of woven fairy 

hair. It’s not going to help you get up Leith Hill any 

quicker. 
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What will help you get up Leith and Box in style is a 

fine set of spokey dokeys and a saddle taken from a 

1970s Raleigh Chopper. 

Take the opportunity tonight, the night before the ride, to 

finesse the appearance of your bike. Maybe it’ll get you 

on TV.  

Challenge Outmoded Practices 

Professional cycling is full of outdated dogma. Just look 

at the changes brought in by Team Sky (warming up, 

warming down, tandems on training rides). Team Sky 

place their bums on dogma. 

Tonight is the night that you too can place your bum on 

dogma.  

Specifically this old cyclist’s adage: 

“Don’t walk if you can stand. Don’t stand if you can sit. 

Don’t sit if you can lay down.” 

This is baloney. This evening, let it all hang out. Dance. 

Do star jumps. Hover an inch or two above the toilet 

seat, rather than letting it take your weight. 

Test your legs. You want to know they’re good and 

strong. If they are, good. If not, then at least you know 

that tomorrow will be a world of pain. 
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Ditch The Tools 

You’ve thought long and hard about what to take with 

you on the ride. You’ve considered every realistic 

mechanical or nutritional challenge and you’ve 

identified the tool that you’ll use to match it. 

No need. 

Tomorrow is a day for heroes. Rely on your fellow man, 

or woman, to provide.  

Even the fastest racer, grasping for their personal best, 

will be happy to stop to lend a hand, to donate their last 

spare inner tube, to give up their last gram of 

carbohydrate. 

Jettison the baggage. Stock up on spokey dokeys. 

RideHumanity. 

Toughen Your Gut 

I’ve recently been to see a physiotherapist (true). I have 

scant control of my hips (again, true). I am a dancer, not 

a fighter. She has prescribed a series of exercises to 

strengthen my core, and thus stabilise the muscles 

around my knee. 

My view (and remember that I’m blue-sky brain-

sharting in search of every insubstantial gain) is that we 
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should consider strengthening our core, both inside and 

out. And, like every muscle, the only way to toughen the 

inside is to place it under stress. 

So now is the time to clear out the fridge and the freezer.  

The anchovies that have been hanging around since the 

late 90s.  

The indeterminate frozen gruel that was part of a batch 

of…whatever… you cooked prior to the birth of your 

now-teenage son.  

The kilo of prawns you won for coming first in pedalo 

race in Faliraki.  

Eat it all. 

Withstand this intestinal assault and overdosing on carb-

heavy energy drinks isn’t going to cause you any 

problems (at least in the ‘downstairs’ department). 

And finally, some real advice: 

Read An Inspirational Poem 

As we’ve discussed, RideLondon Day is a day for heroes 

and heroines. 

What better then than a poem or two to rouse us from 

our stupor and bestow us with the strength of Spartacus? 
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’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves, Did gyre and 

gimble in the wabe… 

 

Hang on. Not that one. This one: 

If you can fill the unforgiving minute  

With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,  

Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it, 

And - which is more - you’ll be a Man, my son. 

 

I wish you all the very best of luck on Sunday! 
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Thank You 
 

Thank you for taking the time to read this guide. 

 

You might have noticed that this guide was free. If you found it useful, or 

at least entertaining, I would appreciate you sharing it with other people 

that might enjoy it.  

 

If you haven’t yet signed up to receive Grimpeur Heureux posts and other 

goodies by email, please do so by clicking here. 

http://grimpeurheureux.com/subscribe-to-the-grimpeur-heureux/
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